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A new definition of the weak instance model for relational databases is presented, which 
does not consider the missing values as existent though unknown, but just assumes that no 
information is available about them. It is possible to associate with the new definition logical 
theories that do not contain existentially quantified variables. The new model enjoys various 
desirable properties of the classic weak instance model, with respect to dependency satis- 
faction, query answering, and associated logical theories. 0 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The weak instance model is an approach to relational databases that allows to 
consider in a unique framework databases composed of more than one relation. It 
was originally introduced by Honeyman [ 133 in order to define the notion of 
global satisfaction of a set of dependencies by a database, then used as a basis for 
query answering in user interfaces [22, 23, 27, 281 and to study the equivalence 
[21] and desirable properties of database schemes [4, 6, 5, 8, 73. With respect to 
dependency satisfaction and scheme equivalence, the weak instance model has been 
successful in relaxing the unrealistic universal instance assumption. With respect to 
user interfaces, it has provided a sound basis to query answering in universal 
relation systems, because it gives a meaning to the whole database state, before 
* Previous versions of this paper appeared as “A New Basis for the Weak Instance Model” in the 
“Proceedings of the Sixth ACM Symposium on Principles of Database Systems, San Diego, 1987,” 
pp. 79-86, and as “The New Weak Instance Model,” Rapport0 IASI-CNR R.190, Rome, 1987. All 
correspondence should be sent to the first author at the address above. The first author is now with 
Universita di Napoli, and the second with SIP S.p.A. 
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generating the answer to a query, as opposed to other approaches (called computa- 
tional in the literature [ 19,20]), that use some heuristics to produce an expression 
to answer the query. 
As shown by Maier, Ullman, and Vardi [20], the weak instance model can be 
formalized in terms of logical theories: the database and the associated dependen- 
cies are described by means of a first-order theory, whose satisfiability is equivalent 
to satisfaction of the dependencies; moreover, the answer to a query involving a set 
of attributes X is exactly the set of tuples over X that are logically implied by the 
theory. These results give an even sounder basis to the approach. 
Together with the advantages above, the weak instance model has one drawback: 
it considers all tuples for which incomplete information is available as existentially 
quantified with respect to the missing values. This fact (mentioned by Ullman [26, 
p. 2491 and Maier, Rozenshtein, and Warren [ 19, p. 2431) is apparent from the 
way in which weak instances (and their constructive counterparts, representative 
instances) are built, and, especially, from the definition of the logical theories 
associated with them. For example, consider the following database scheme: 
R = {R,(Emp, Depth MEmp, Car)) 
with the functional dependency Emp -+ Car. In this case, the usual definition of the 
weak instance model assumes that for every employee there is exactly one car and 
at least one department. Given the state 
Emp Dept Emp Car 
John A John Cherry 
Bob B Tom TransAm 
the corresponding representative instance is 
Emp Dept Car 
John A Cherry 
Bob B I, 
John & Cherry 
Tom d3 TransAm 
where the symbols 4i, &, &, “stand for actual, unknown values” [26, p. 2491. In 
the first order logic formalization of Maier, Ullman, and Vardi [20] this is even 
more explicit: the logical theory associated with the above state contains, among 
others, the sentences 
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ED(Bob, B) 
W)(V4W)UWc 4 * EWe, 4 c)), 
which have, as a logical consequence, the sentence (%)(EDC(Bob, B, c)), stating 
that Bob has a car. Therefore, in this case, the usual definition of the weak instance 
model assumes that for every employee there is exactly one car, which may be 
unknown. So it would be conceptually wrong to use this database to model an 
application where employees need not have cars. 
As a consequence, from a conceptual point of view, the weak instance model is 
only apparently more flexible than the universal instance model, because it does not 
allow, at least in principle, the possibility of representing applications for which 
some of the tuples need not be extendible over the universe of attributes. 
The aim of this paper is to present an alternative definition of the weak instance 
model, which does not necessarily assume the missing values to be existent, though 
unknown, but just assumes that no information is available about them [29]. 
Interestingly, the main properties of the original weak instance model are preserved. 
Also, for the schemes with respect to which the classic chase can be performed in 
a simplified way (two phases, the first promoting nulls to constants, and the second 
equating nulls, without any further promotion), the new approach generates, for 
every state, the same representative instance as the traditional one. As a matter of 
fact, independent schemes [12, 14, 231, the most important class of schemes in the 
context of the weak instance model, enjoy this property: therefore, since queries in 
the weak instance model are answered by means of total projections of the 
representative instance, we can say that in these meaningful applications, the new 
approach produces the same external behaviour as the classic one. Therefore, our 
results confirm the practical validity of the weak instance model: they provide an 
alternative understanding of its foundations, which justifies its use also in situations, 
such as the one discussed above, for which the original interpretation would not be 
suitable. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the definition and the 
properties of the weak instance model presented in the literature. Section 3 presents 
our modified definition of the model, its properties with respect to dependency 
satisfaction and its use as the basis for a universal relation interface. Section 4 
contains a description of the logical theories we associate with the new model, 
showing that they enjoy the same properties as those associated with the usual 
weak instance model. Section 5 compares our results with those presented in some 
recent papers. Finally, in Section 6 we present our conclusions. 
2. THE WEAK INSTANCE MODEL 
For the sake of brevity, we only sketch most usual definitions, which can be 
found in detail in popular textbooks [15, 17, 251, concentrating on the non- 
standard ones. 
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2.1. Basics 
The universe is a finite set of symbols, called attributes: U = A, AZ.. . A,,,. 
A relation scheme R is a subset of U.’ A database scheme R = {R,, . . . . R,}, is a set 
of relation schemes, such that the union of the R,‘s is U. 
The domain D is the disjoint union of two countably infinite sets, the set of 
constants and the set of variables. A tuple defined on a set of attributes X is a 
function t from X to D; the notation t. A is used for the value of t on an attribute 
A E X. If t is a tuple on X, and Y is a subset of X, then t . Y denotes the restriction 
of the mapping t to Y, and is therefore a tuple on Y. 
Given a tuple t on X, we say that t is Y-total if t. A is a constant for every A E Y; 
if t is X-total, then we say that it is total. A tableau on the relation scheme R is a 
set of tuples on R; a relation on R is a set of total tuples on R. The total projection 
operator rrL is an operator defined on tableaux that gives relations as results: 
~~,(T)={t.Xlt~Tand t.Xis total}. 
A state (or a database) of a database scheme R is a function r that maps each 
relation scheme R, E R to a relation on Ri; with a slight abuse of notation, given 
R = {R,, . . . . R,} we write r = {r,, . . . . r,}. 
In this paper, we consider dependencies; while most of the results can be 
extended to general kinds of dependencies, for the sake of simplicity we limit our 
attention to functional dependencies (FDs), whose definition is well known and 
need not be repeated. Without loss of generality, we assume that all FDs have 
singletons as their respective right-hand sides. 
2.2. Weak Instances and Dependency Satisfaction 
Given a state r for a database scheme R, a relation u over the universe U is a 
containing instance for r if its projections over the relation schemes of R contain the 
respective relations in r; formally: rc,Ju) 2 ri, for 1 d id n. Given a set of dependen- 
cies F, a relation w is a weak instance for r with respect to F [13] if 
1. w is a containing instance for r, and 
2. w satisfies F. 
Honeyman [ 131 argued that it is reasonable to say that a database state satisfies 
a set of functional dependencies F if it has a weak instance with respect to F. 
The definition of weak instance is interesting, but not practical, since it does not 
say how weak instances can be computed. To make the concept useful, Honeyman 
[13] also provided a way to test for the existence of a weak instance, by intro- 
ducing the notion of representative instance, which is a tableau over the universe U 
of the attributes, defined, for each database state r, as follows. First, a tableau over 
U (called the state tableau for r, and indicated with T,) is formed taking the union 
of all the relations in r extended to U by means of variables, initially different from 
‘Assuming, as common in this context, that no pair of relations are defined on the same set of 
attributes, we omit relation names, and identify the various relations by means of the involved sets of 
attributes. 
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one another. Then, the chase procedure [18] is applied to T,, in order to transform 
it into a tableau that satisfies the given dependencies; if only functional dependen- 
cies are considered, the process modifies values in the tableau, by equating variables 
and “promoting” variables to constants. If a functional dependency tries to identify 
two constants, then we say that the chase encounters a contradiction, and the 
process stops. The fundamental theorem on weak instances [ 13, Theorem l] states 
that a database state satisfies the given dependencies (and so has a weak instance) 
if and only if the corresponding representative instance is generated without 
encountering contradictions during the chase process. 
2.3. Weak Instances and Universal Relation Interfaces 
In the systems using the universal relation interface, query processing can be 
viewed as a two-step procedure [19]: 
1. The set of attributes X involved in the query is determined, and a relation 
on X, indicated with [X], is generated. 
2. Further operations specified by the query are applied to [X] to produce 
the answer. 
The function [ ] that produces the relation on X is called window function. 
Various window functions have been proposed in the literature (Maier et al. [19] 
provide a comprehensive review). Among them, the approach based on the weak 
instance model (originally proposed by Sagiv [22,23] and then studied by various 
authors [l, 3, 14, 19, 20, 241) is generally considered very interesting. 
For any given set of attributes X, the window on X is defined as the set of tuples 
that appear in the projection on X of every weak instance. This set is identical [20, 
Theorem l] to the X-total projection of the representative instance, that is, the rela- 
tion obtained by projecting the representative instance on X and then eliminating 
the tuples that contain variables. Actually, the latter was the original definition 
given by Sagiv [22]. 
2.4. Weak Instances and Logical Theories 
Maier, Ullman, and Vardi [20] demonstrated an interesting way to look at the 
weak instance model, based on logical theories, which gives a good insight into its 
foundations. Given a database scheme; a first-order language is defined: its 
constants are exactly the constants in the domain of the database, there are no 
function symbols, and there is a predicate symbol for each nonempty subset of the 
universe U. With some abuse of notation, we will often use shorthands for our 
formulae, indicating tuples of constants or variables, rather than just individual 
constants and variables; for example, we may use the sentence (Vx)(!iy)(XY(x, y)), 
where X=A,A,...A,, Y=B,B, ..-B,, instead of (Va,)(Va,)...(tla,)(3b,)(~b*)... 
(W(XY(a,, 6, . . . . ah, b,, b,, . . . . bk)). Also, we will have little regard for the order 
of the arguments in the predicates, but the meaning will always be understood from 
the context. 
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With every database state r = { rl, rz, . . . . rn), a first-order theory with live kinds 
of specific axioms is associated [20, p. 292-2931: 
1. A set DB of atomic sentences describing the relations in the database: for 
every relation TE r, and for every tuple t E r, there is the sentence R(t). For the 
database discussed in the Introduction, we have four sentences: ED(Bob, B), 
ED(John, A), EC(John, Cherry), EC(Tom, TransAm). 
2. A set INC of sentences saying that the relations in the state are projections 
of the weak instance; these sentences are existentially quantified with respect to the 
attributes not appearing in the relation scheme: for every relation scheme R, if 
Y = U- R, there is the sentence (Vt)(+)(R(t) =S U(t, y)). In the example, there are 
two sentences: 
(Ve)(Vd)(Fic)(ED(e, d) =S EDC(e, d, c)) 
(Ve)(Vc)(Id)(EC(e, c) =z- EDC(e, d, c)). 
3. A set CON of sentences saying that, for every nonempty, proper subset X 
of U, the relation over X contains the projection of the weak instance on 
X: (Vt)( U( t) =s- X( t . X)). In the example above we would have six sentences: 
(Ve)(Vd)(Vc)(EDC(e, d, c) => DC(d, c)) 
(Ve)(Vd)(Vc)(EDC(e, d, c) * EC(e, c)) 
4. A set DZS of sentences stating that all constants are distinct. 
5. A set DEP of first-order sentences representing the set C of dependencies, 
as proposed by Fagin [lo], which use as the only predicate symbol the one 
associated with the universe U. The approach works for constraints as general as 
embedded implication dependencies; however, as mentioned above, we consider 
only FDs. In the example, there is only one FD, and therefore one sentence: 
(ve)(vc,)(Vc,)(Vd,)(Vd,)((EDC(e, d,, cl) A EDC(e, 4,~~)) *(cl = cd). 
As we already said in the Introduction, the existential quantifiers in the sentences 
of the set ZNC are responsible for the interpretation of “existing, but unknown” 
value for all the variables in the representative instance. 
With respect to these theories, Maier, Ullman, and Vardi proved two interesting 
results [20, Theorems 2 and 31: 
l A database satisfies the given dependencies if and only if its theory is 
satisfiable. 
l For every set X of attributes, the set of tuples t such that X(t) is implied by 
the theory, coincides with the window over X. 
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3. A NEW DEFINITION FOR THE WEAK INSTANCE MODEL 
In this section we show how the definition of the weak instance model can be 
modified in order to deal with situations such as the one presented in the introduc- 
tion, that is, to consider the missing values as not necessarily existent. 
We will redefine some concepts, such as the weak instance, the chase process 
(and so the representative instance), and the logical theory associated with a 
database. In order to distinguish the two approaches, we will use the adjective 
classic for the definitions presented in Section 2, and the adjective new for those we 
are going to introduce. We will find that the new definitions enjoy the main proper- 
ties, which we metioned in Section 2, and also, for some meaningful classes of 
schemes, provide the same window function as the classc definitions. 
The first difference is that in weak instances we want to allow, together with con- 
stants from the domains, also special values, called nonexistent nulls [ 161, indicated 
with “-,” representing the fact that there exists no ordinary value for the attribute. 
We need a few definitions. An extended relation is a set of tuples with constants and 
“nonexistent” values. The notion of total tuple, defined in Section 2.1 with reference 
to constants and variables, can be easily extended to tuples with constants and 
“nonexistent” nulls: a tuple t is X-total if t. A is constant, for every attribute A E X. 
Again, on the basis of this notion, we can define the total projection operator 
exactly as in the previous case. One further, useful notion is that of subsumption: 
tuple t subsumes tuple t’ if, for every A such that t’ is A-total, t is also A-total and 
t.A=t’.A. 
Since “nonexistent” nulls appear in extended relations, we have to handle them 
properly with respect to dependencies. We adopt the definition given by Lien [ 16, 
p. 3411: an extended relation u satisfies the dependency Y + Z if, for every pair of 
Y-total tuples t,, t, E u, such that t, . Y= t, . Y, it is the case that t, . Z = t, . Z (that 
is, for each attribute A E Z, t 1 . A and t, . A are either both null or both nonnull and 
equal). This definition collapses to the classic one if all tuples are total; also, it 
follows that, as for FDs for ordinary relations, it is possible to consider, without 
loss of generality, sets of dependencies whose right-hand side Z is a singleton set. 
However, implication of FDs over extended relations differs from classic implica- 
tion of FDs over total relations, the main difference being that transitivity does not 
hold [16]. Hereinafter, since a given set of FDs can be applied both to total 
relations and to extended relations, whereas its implication properties change with 
the context, we will keep on using the term FD to indicate a constraint (or a set 
thereof) and prefix the word implication (and the related ones, such as closure and 
cover), with C- (for classic relations) or N- (for relations with nulls), to indicate the 
context; for example, we say that, for every set of FDs F, the C-closure of F 
contains the N-closure of F, whereas the converse is not true in general. The 
following properties of N-implication follow easily from the inference rules 
proposed by Lien [ 161 and the corresponding implication algorithm [2]. (As 
mentioned above, all FDs are assumed to have singleton right-hand sides.) 
571/41/l-3 
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Fact 1. Let F and G be N-equivalent sets of FDs. Then, for every Y + A E F, 
there is an FD Z -+ A E G, such that Z E Y. 
Fact 2. If H is a nonredundant N-cover of F, then Hz F. 
Fact 3. For every set of FDs F, there is a unique nonredundant cover H. 
Now, we can give the new definition of weak instance: a weak instance for a state 
is an extended relation that satisfies the constraints and contains the base relations in 
its projections. We stress the fact that we do not allow “nonexistent” values in the 
database, but only in the weak instance: that is, weak instances are extended rela- 
tions, whereas databases are composed of relations. Two possible weak instances 
for the database shown in the Introduction are the following; note that the first one 
is a weak instance also according to the classic definition, whereas the second is 
not, since it contains “nonexistent” values: 
Emp Dept Car 
John A Cherry 
Bob B Escort 
Tom B TransAm 
Emp Dept Car 
John A Cherry 
Bob B 
Tom - TransAm 
Since each weak instance represents a “possible world” compatible with the data in 
the database, we can say that, with the new definition, the possibility that Bob has 
a car is open, but he need not have one. 
In a similar way, we modify the definition of the representative instance, in order 
to give a different meaning to the variables used, taking into account the possibility 
that they represent “nonexistent” values. Essentially, the variabes in the repre- 
sentative instance are now “no-information” nulls [29], since they represent the 
logical disjunction of the “unknown” and “nonexistent” values. The chase process 
is modified as follows: when two tuples, tI, tZ, and a dependency Y + A are 
considered, their A values are equated tf and only if both tuples are Y-total, one is 
also A-total, and they coincide on Y, and similarly, a contradiction is generated, with 
respect to an FD Y + A, tf and only zf two Y-total tuples coincide on Y and have 
different constant values for A. So, as opposed to what happens with the classic 
definitions, variables are never equated, and equality of variables is not used to 
infer equality of other values nor to detect contradictions.* As an example, in the 
following situation, where the hi’s are variables and the other values are constants: 
2 As a matter of fact, in the construction of the representative instance, the initial tableau has all 
distinct variables and so the new chase never encounters equality of variables. 
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al bl d1 h el 
43 b, Cl 44 45 
with the dependencies A + B, B + C, C -+ D, D -+ E, the variable d1 is equated to 
c,, but the equality of the C-values is not used to infer equality of the two variables 
in the D-column, and so 45 is not equated to e,, as it happens in the classic 
approach. 
Let us discuss the properties of the new chase. First of all, it is clear that it is 
Church-Rosser (that is, the result does not depend on the order of applications of 
the rules), with arguments similar to those used for the classic chase [17]. 
Second, the new chase has been defined paralleling the definition of FDs for 
extended relations, and, therefore, is coherent with N-implication, whereas it may 
be in contrast with C-implication. For example, if the tableau above were chased 
with respect to the FDs A + B, B -+ C, C + D, D + E, A + E, which form a set 
C-equivalent (but not N-equivalent) to the given one, then variable 45 would 
indeed be equated to e,, as opposed to what we had above. To confirm the 
coherence of the new chase with N-implication of FDs, we prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let T be a tableau and F and G be two N-equivalent sets of FDs, 
and T, and To be the tableaux obtained applying the new chase to T, with respect 
to F and G, respectively. Then, the two tableaux T, and To are identical, 
Proof We show that, if H is a nonredundant N-cover of F, then Tr= T, 
(where TF is as above, and Tn is the result of the new chase of T with respect to 
H); then, the claim would follow, as the same would hold for G and the nonredun- 
dant N-cover is unique by Fact 3. 
Consider an execution of the new chase on T that uses F; we show that the trans- 
formation generated in the generic step can also be obtained by means of an FD 
in H; by an induction argument, this can be shown to imply that the new chase 
with respect to H can perform at least the same modifications as the new chase with 
respect to F; since the process is Church-Rosser and, by Fact 2, H c F, it follows 
that the modifications are exactly the same. 
Now, let the generic step involve the FD Y + A and two tuples, t 1, t, that agree 
and are total on Y, disagree on A, and at least t, . A or t, . A is a constant; by 
Fact 1, H contains an FD Z + A with Z-E Y; clearly, t, and t, agree and are total 
on Z, and so the FD Z + A can be applied and produces the same transforma- 
tion. 1 
We can now present the first of the results on the new weak instance model, 
parallel to Honeyman’s [ 13, Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 2. Given the new definition of satisfaction and the new definition of the 
chase algorithm, a database state satisfies the set F of functional dependencies if and 
only tf the representative instance is produced without encountering contradictions. 
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Proof. (If) If we take the representative instance and replace all the variables 
with nonexistent nulls, we obtain an extended relation that is easy to show to be 
a weak instance. 
(OnZy if) We show that, if the state r satisfies F, and therefore r has a weak 
instance with respect to F, then the chase process ends without encountering 
contradictions. Let w be such a weak instance, and let the chase be performed in 
s steps; also, let T’ be the tableau after the ith step; thus, To = T, and 
T" = CHASE,( T,). We claim that there is a mapping $ from constants and variables 
appearing in the various tableaux, to constants and nonexistent nulls, such that, for 
O<i<s: 
1. If the mapping is extended to tuples, then t E T’ implies $(t) E w. 
2. If X+ A E F and t, and t, are X-total tuples in T’, with t, .X= t, .X, then 
$(tt.A)=1C/(t,-A). 
The mapping $ is constructed as follows. For every 0 < ids, the symbols in T’ 
are a subset of the symbols in To = T,, so it is sufficient to consider the symbols 
in T,. First of all, the mapping is the identity on constants, that is, $(a) = a, for 
every constant a. For the variables, we consider, in turn, the various tuples in T,. 
Let t be a tuple in T,, originating from relation r. Since w is a weak instance, 
rcR(w) 2 r, and therefore there is a tuple I’ E w such that t’ . R = t . R. Now, let 
4j,, . . . . djP be the variables appearing in t, as values for the attributes Ak,, . . . . Akp: we 
define +(q5j,) = t’ . Ak,, for 1 < 1 <p. This construction is not contradictory, since 
constants are mapped to themselves, and variables are never repeated in T,.3 
Now, we prove Claims 1 and 2, above, by induction on i: 
Basis. i = 0. Claim 1 holds by construction of $. With respect to Claim 2, let t,, 
t, E T, be X-total tuples with t, .X= t2. X. Now, by Claim 1, already established for 
the basis, we have t;, t; E w, where t; = $(ti) and t; = $(tz); therefore, since con- 
stants are mapped to themselves, t; and t; are both X-total and t; . X= t;. X; so, 
since w is a weak instance, and therefore satisfies X + A, t; . A = t; . A, which means 
ti(tl.A)=ICl(t,.A). 
Induction. i > 0. Consider Claim 1. Let Y + B be the FD applied in the ith step, 
to tuples cl, tZ; let the value of t2. B be modified from the variable u2 to the 
constant u i; all other values remain unchanged. By the inductive hypothesis 1, the 
claim is immediate for every tuple other than t,. With respect to t,, by the induc- 
tive hypothesis 2, we have that Il/(ui) = $(u2); therefore t, can be mapped, after the 
modification, to the same tuple of w it was mapped before it. Claim 2 can be proved 
as in the basis. 
3 Actually, the construction is not unique, since, for some tuple f in T, there may be more than one 
tuple in w: the point is to take for all the variables in t the same tuple of w. 
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To conclude the proof, it is sufficient to observe that Claim 2 guarantees that no 
contradiction is encountered in the chase process. 1 
Considering window functions, we can immediately prove another result, parallel 
to Theorem 1 of Maier, Ullman, and Vardi [20]. 
THEOREM 3. Assume the new definitions of weak instance and representative 
instance. For every X, the set of total tuples that appear in the projection on X of 
every weak instance is exactly the X-total projection of the representative instance. 
Proof: We proceed by showing that a total tuple belongs to the projection 
on X of every weak instance if and only if it is in the X-total projection of the 
representative instance. 
(Only if) Let t be a total tuple belonging to the projection on X of every weak 
instance. Since a weak instance can be obtained by replacing all the variables in 
the representative instance by means of nonexistent nulls, there is a tuple t’ in the 
representative instance, total at least on X, such that t’ . X= t. Therefore t is in the 
X-total projection of the representative instance. 
(rf) Let t be an X-total tuple in the representative instance; therefore t. X is in 
the X-total projection of the representative instance. We show that, for every weak 
instance w, t . XE xX(w). For any weak instance w, we can construct, as in the proof 
of Theorem 2, a mapping Ic/ that is the identity on constants, and such that 
$(CHASE~( T,)) G w. Then, let t’ = t)(t); by the properties of $, t’ is in w, and, since 
t is X-total, t’.X= t .X, therefore, t.XcnX(w). 1 
Theorem 3 allows us to define the new window over X as either of the two identi- 
cal sets of tuples, thus obtaining, as in the classic model, a robust concept. 
As we mentioned above, the new chase differs from the classic chase, in general, 
and so the classic window and the new window need not coincide. Also, since the 
new chase is C-cover sensitive, the new window is also C-cover sensitive. However, 
it is interesting to note that, for some classes of schemes, these differences do not 
arise. In fact, the independent schemes4 [12], the most studied class in the weak 
instance model, enjoy the following property (the two-phase chase property): the 
execution of the classic chase of every state tableau, with respect to every embedded 
C-cover of the given set of FDs, can be divided into two phases [3, 191; in the first 
one all applications of FDs promote variables to constants, in the second one no 
variable is promoted, that is, only variables are equated to one another. Clearly, a 
chase performed in this way produces exactly the same total tuples as the new 
chase; since this holds for every embedded C-cover, and the classic chase is C-cover 
insensitive, we have that, for independent schemes, the new window function 
4 We refer to independence in the classic sense, that is, a scheme is independent if local satisfaction 
implies classic global satisfaction. It could be possible to give a new definition of independence, based 
on new global satisfaction, but this would not add much to the discussion; here, we just want to show 
an interesting property of the schemes that are independent in the classic sense: they have, in the new 
approach, the same query answering behaviour as in the classic one. 
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coincides with the classic one and is C-cover insensitive; this is important from the 
practical point of view, as it allows all the computational results [l, 14, 22-241 to 
be used. Obviously, the same would hold for every other class of schemes satisfying 
the two-phase chase property. Considering again the example discussed in the 
Introduction, it can be easily seen that the new representative instance is exactly the 
same as the classic one: this is not a coincidence, but happens because the scheme 
is independent. However, as we have claimed while giving the definitions and will 
confirm in the next section by means of logical theories, the three values di, &, & 
need not stand for existing values. 
4. LOGICAL THEORIES FOR THE NEW WEAK INSTANCE MODEL 
In this section we show how the new definitions of the weak instance model can 
be interpreted in terms of logical theories that enjoy the same properties as the 
logical theories by Maier, Ullman, and Vardi [20]. 
The aspects of the theories described in Section 2.4 that did not satisfy us was the 
use of existential quantifiers in the sentences of the set INC. Our theories do not 
have sentences of this form, because, given a tuple t E r, we do not want to assume 
anything about the values in U-R, not even their existence. This is similar to the 
formalization of the “no-information” nulls given by Atzeni and Morfuni [2, p. 51. 
Since we get rid of the sentences in ZNC, we have to modify the sentences in 
CON, in order to be able to specify that for every tuple t satisfying a predicate X, 
for every subset Y of X, the subtuple t . Y satisfies the predicate associated with Y. 
In the theories in Section 2.4, this was implied by the sentences in CON together 
with those in ZNC, which we do not have. More precisely, in CON, we have, for 
every subset X of U, and for every nonempty, proper subset Y of X, a sentence 
stating that if X(t) holds, then Y(t . Y) also holds; with the usual conventions: 
With respect to dependencies, our theory has to take into account the different 
meaning we attach to the values in the weak instances, as we have done in the 
definition of the chase process. Due to the lack of a universal tuple extending each 
tuple, we cannot use the universal predicate as it is usually done in the literature 
[lo, 201, and so the definition is somehow complex. We give the definition first, 
and then briefly explain it. The functional dependency Y + A (again, without lack 
of generality, we assume the right-hand side to be a singleton) is expressed by 
means of the following sentences: 
(a) A sentence stating that if there are two (YA)-total tuples whose Y values 
coincide, then their A values must also coincide: 
(v~‘y)(vu,)(va*)((y~(Y, 4) A YA(Y> 4) * (a, = 4). 
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(b) For every nonempty set 2 G U- YA, we have a sentence stating that if 
there are a tuple t over YA and a tuple t’ over YZ whose Y values are identcal, then 
the second tuple must be the projection of a tuple defined at least on YAZ, with 
the same value as t on A: 
(bw~wz)(( YA(Y, 0) * WY, z)) =E- Y‘WY, 4 2)). 
For example, if U = ABCDE, we have, for the FD BC -+ A, four sentences: 
(a) (vu,)(vu,)(vb)(vc)((ABC(a,, b, cl A ABC(a,, b, c)) = (aI = 4) 
(b) (Vu)(Vb)(Vc)(Vd)((ABC(u, 6, c) A BCD(b, c, d)) =a ABCD(a, b, c, d)) 
(Vu)(Vb)(Vc)(Ve)((ABC(u, b, c) A BCE(b, c, e)) a ABCE(u, 6, c, e)) 
(Vu)(Vb)(Vc)(Vd)(Ve)((ABC(u, b, c) A BCDE(b, c, d, e)) 
a ABCDE(u, b, c, d, e)). 
Clearly, sentence (a) enforces the dependencies with respect to non-null values. The 
sentences in (b) formalize the requirement that if tuples t, t’ assume the same values 
on Y and t . A is not null, then t’ . A is not null either, and it is equal to t . A. 
Now, we can finally say that the theory T we associate with a database state 
contains four kinds of sentences: 
1. DB, as in Section 2.4; 
2. CON, as defined above; 
3. DIS, as in Section 2.4; 
4. DEP, corresponding to the functional dependencies, as defined above. 
With respect to the example in the Introduction, the theory associated with the 
database would have, beside the sentences in DB and DIS, as in the classic theory, 
twelve sentences in CON, the six in the classic theory, plus six more, involving 
proper subsets of U and their respective nonempty, proper subsets: 
We)(Vd)(ED(e, 4 *E(e)) 
(Ve)(Vd)(ED(e, 4 *D(d)) 
W)(vc)(JWe, c) *E(e)) 
. 
and two sentences in DEP, for the FD E -+ C, 
(Ve)(Vc,)(Vc,)((EC(e, cl) * We, ~4) = (cl = cd) 
(Ve)(Vd)(Vc)((EC(e, c) A ED(e, d)) * EDC(e, d, c)). 
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As opposed to what happens with the classic theory, the sentence 
(Zlc)(EDC(Bob, B, c)), stating that Bob has a car, is not implied by the new theory. 
Now we can state and prove the final theorems, similar to Theorems 2 and 3 of 
Maier, Ullman, and Vardi [20], which confirm the validity of our approach. We 
prove two useful lemmata first. 
LEMMA 1. Consider a model of the new theory associated with a database state r, 
where all constants are interpreted as themselves. Then r has a weak instance w such 
that, for any X G U, t belongs to the interpretation of X in the model if and only if 
t E 7&(w). 
Proof Let X be a subset of the universe U, and let I, be the interpretation of 
the predicate X in the model. Then, let I!! be the set of tuples on U obtained by 
extending the tuples in I, by means of nonexistent values for the attributes in 
u-x: 
Moreover, let u be the union of all these sets of tuples defined for the various 
subsets of U: 
Finally, let w be the extended relation obtained by eliminating from u the tuples 
that are subsumed by other tuples. (It can be easily shown that this reduction is 
unique). 
We claim that w is a weak instance for r with respect to F. First of all, we show 
that w is a containing instance. Let r be a relation in r, with scheme R; we show 
that xR(w) 2 r, by showing that, for every tuple t E r, there is a tuple t’ E w such that 
t’ . R = t, and, therefore, t E rcR(w). Now, since t E r, R(t) is a sentence of the set DB 
in the theory, and therefore t ~1~. As a consequence, there is a tuple t’ E & such 
that t’ . R = t; by definition of u, t’ is also in u. Finally, if t’ is not subsumed by any 
other tuple in u, then it is also in w, and the claim is proved; otherwise, there is a 
“maximal” (with respect to subsumption) tuple t” E w that subsumes t’; therefore, 
t” . R = t’ . R, and so t” . R = t, as we had to show. 
Now, we show that w satisfies the dependencies in F, and therefore it is a weak 
instance for r with respect to F. Assume, by way of contradiction, that w violates 
an FD Y -+ A E F, because of two tuples t,, t,, such that t, . Y= t, ’ Y and 
t, . A # t, . A. Let t, and t, originate, in the construction of w, from I,, and IX,, 
respectively. Therefore, t, .X1 is in the interpretation of the predicate Xi, which 
means (since constants are interpreted as themselves) that X,(t, . Xi) is true in the 
model; analogously for X2(tZ. X,). Now, by the definition of FD, if Y+ A is 
violated, t i and t, are both total on Y (and therefore Y c X, and YE X,). If they 
are also both total on A, then t, . A and t, A are distinct constants and YA E X, 
and YA s X2; then, by the sentences in CON, we have that YA(t, . YA) and 
YA(t, . YA) are also true in the model; but this means that the sentence (a) corre- 
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sponding to the FD Y + A is not true in the model, since t, . A and t, . A are 
distinct constants: we have reached a contradiction. So, it is not the case that t, . A 
and t, .A are both constants; moreover, they cannot be both nulls either (because 
in this case the FD would not be violated); therefore, assume that one of them, say 
t I . A is constant and the other is null. Reasoning as above, we can conclude that 
YA(t, . YA) holds in the model. Now, since Y 2 X,, there is a sentence in the 
theory, among those for Y -+ A, in DEP, of type (b) (with Z= X, - Y), which 
allows to conclude that X, A( t, . X,, t, . A) holds in the model. But, by construction 
of U, this implies that there is a tuple t, E U, total on X, A and subsuming t,: this 
contradicts the assumption that t, E w. 
To conclude the proof, we have to show that, for any X& U, a tuple t belongs 
to the interpretation of the predicate X in the model if and only if t E rclx(w). This 
easily follows from the construction of w from the model described at the beginning 
of the proof. 1 
LEMMA 2. Let w be a weak instance for r with respect to F, according to the new 
definition. Then, there is a model of the new theory such that, for any XG U, 
t E 7tlx( w) if and only if t belongs to the interpretation of X in the model. 
Proof: Given a weak instance w, we show that the interpretation that maps each 
constant to itself and associates with each predicate X the X-total projection rrJx(w) 
is a model. To prove the claim, we have to show that the interpretation satisfies all 
the sentences in the theory. We consider the various types of sentences in turn. 
1. Sentences in DB: these are satisfied because w is a containing instance and 
the constants are interpreted as themselves. 
2. CON: because 7~~(7c~~(w))~rr~~(w), for every Y~XE U. 
3. DIS: because the constants are interpreted as themselves, and therefore 
distinct constants have distinct interpretations. 
4. DEP: for every FD Y--f A, the sentence (a) is satisfied because w satisfies 
F, and so, for every pair of (YA)-total tuples t,, t2 E w, if t, . Y= t, . Y, then 
t, . A = t2. A. With respect to the sentences (b), consider one of them: 
(b)P’aWz)(( YA(y, a) * WY, ~1) * YAZ(Y, a, 2)). 
Now, if this sentence is violated, there are a (YA)-total tuple t, E w and a (YZ)- 
total tuple t, E w such that t, . Y = t, . Y and there is no (YAZ)-total tuple t E w such 
that t . (YA) = t, and t . (YZ) = t2. However, since w satisfies F (and so Y + A), 
t, . Y = t, . Y implies that t, . A = t, . A, and therefore t2 is the aforementioned tuple 
t E w, a contradiction. 1 
THEOREM 4. The database state r satisfies the FDs in F, according to the new 
definition, $and only if the corresponding new theory is satisfiable. 
Proof Follows immediately from Lemmata 1 and 2. 1 
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THEOREM 5. Let r be a database state and T the associated new theory. For every 
set X of attributes, the set of tuples on X implied by the theory, {t 1 T + X(t)}, 
coincides with the new window over X. 
ProoJ We show that t belongs to the window over X if and only if T + X(t). 
(QJ Let T + X(t). Therefore, t is in the interpretation of X for every model of 
the theory. We claim that t is in the X-total projection of every weak instance. 
Assume, by way of contradiction, that there is a weak instance w such that 
t $ rcl.Jw). Then, by Lemma 2, there is a model of T such that t is not in the inter- 
pretation of X, a contradiction. 
(OnZy if) Let t be in the window over X. Therefore, t E nJx(w), for every weak 
instance w. We claim that T k X(t), which means that t is in the interpretation of 
X, for every model of the theory. We proceed by contradiction. Assume there is a 
model whose interpretation for X does not contain t. Then, by Lemma 1, there is 
a weak instance w such that t # rrrix(w), a contradiction. 1 
Theorems 4 and 5 show that the new logical theories actually describe the new 
approach to the weak instance model, since they map the notion of consistency to 
that of satisfiability and query answering to logical implication, in the same way as 
the classic theories describe the classic weak instance model. Since in the new 
theories the missing values are not existentially quantified, these results confirm that 
the values we used in representative instances are indeed “no-information.” Also, 
due to the discussion at the end of Section 3, Theorem 5 shows that, if the scheme 
satisfies the two-phase chase property, the missing values in the classic repre- 
sentative instance can be considered as “no-information”: if the total projections of 
the representative instance in the two approaches coincide, each tuple is implied by 
the new theory if and only if it is implied by the classic theory. 
5. COMPARISON WITH OTHER WORK 
This paper deals with some of the issues discussed by Ullman [26] with respect 
to representative instances and null values. There, it is said that a problem with the 
(classic) representative instance model is the assumption that “null values (blanks) 
in any component stand for actual values.” So the importance of an improved 
theory of nulls, satisfying some criteria, which allow practical usability, is stated. 
Our new approach responds to these needs, by providing nulls that stand for no- 
information, and keeping the same practical properties of the previous definitions. 
Also, Ullman [26, p. 2501 presents a classification of symbols, according to their 
behaviour with respect to dependencies. There are four classes of values, numbered 
0, 1, 2, 3, respectively, the first two containing, respectively, constants and classic 
unknown nulls. Class 2 contains symbols that behave essentially as the no-informa- 
tion values we use in the new representative instances. On the basis of the discus- 
sion at the end of Section 3, we can therefore say that, for schemes that satisfy the 
two-phase chase property, class 1 and class 2 collapse. 
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A recent paper by Graham, Mendelzon, and Vardi [ 111 deals with various 
properties of the logical theories associated with the weak instance model. In par- 
ticular, in Section 6 of their paper, they try to see whether it is possible to construct 
a theory that does not make use of the universal predicate (i.e., the predicate U 
involving the universe of attributes under consideration). In such a theory (which 
can be built under a quite general condition) there are no axioms of the forms INC 
and CON as in Section 2.4 above, so the single relations are not directly related to 
a (weak) universal relation, but another set of sentences is introduced, which essen- 
tially assert the existence of a join-consistent state that contains the actual state; 
and so they assert the existence of a weak instance, without null values, which is 
equal to the join of such a join-consistent state. So this approach does eliminate the 
universal predicate, but still assumes the missing values to be existent, though 
unknown. 
More recently, Cosmadakis, Kanellakis, and Spyratos [9] proposed an interest- 
ing approach to the weak instance model (and to other issues in database theory), 
based on the set theoretic notion of partition. Their extension has some similarity 
with ours, since a partition interpretation does not require the values for each tuple 
to be specified for all attributes. However, the semantics of functional partition 
dependencies (the partition counterpart of functional dependencies), imposes con- 
straints on the missing values that are different from those we defined. As a conse- 
quence, the consistency of a partition interpretation is equivalent to the existence 
of a weak instance in the classic sense, whereas our approach allows the existence 
of weak instances in a wider range of situations. The two approaches look very 
similar in many meaningful cases, exactly because our approach often coincides, 
from the practical point of view, with the classic one, as we have discussed at the 
end of Section 3. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have presented a new definition for the weak instance model, 
which need not consider the missing values as existent. Most of the knwon proper- 
ties hold also in the new framework, which, moreover, generates, for most meaning- 
ful classes of schemes, the same answers to queries as the classic one. 
Strictly speaking, the new model is not- a generalization of the classic one, 
because the missing values are treated differently. However, it would be easy to 
define a generalization of both models, allowing some values to be existent, though 
unknown, and other to be not necessarily existent. The state tableau would 
originally contain “no-information” nulls, which could be promoted to unkown if 
existence constraints [2, 171 are defined. Then, interaction with FDs would be for 
unknown values as in the classic chase, and for no-information values as in the new 
chase. Theorems 2 and 3 can be easily extended to this combined framework: the 
proofs would be a combination of the classic proofs with those in this paper. With 
respect to logical theories, existence constraints can be represented by means of 
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existentially quantified sentences, and Theorems 4 and 5 can also be extended. For 
the schemes that satisfy the two-phase chase property, since the total projection of 
the representative instance is the same in the two approaches, it is clear that even 
this further generalization coincides with both the new and the classic approach. 
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